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From the Spring that never came to a relentless cycle of rain and humidity, it
seems as though the season flew by! What a whirlwind of weather. When those hot sunny
days came along there was nothing better than the refreshment of your pool! Shared
with friends and family or taking a swim after a long day at work, many made lasting
memories by squeezing in every opportunity. But sadly, it’s once again time to close the
pools.
Take advantage of 10% on the following products during our End Of Summer
Sale! Savings end September 30, 2018.
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Loop-Loc Safety Covers:
Is your winter pool cover strong enough to hold the weight of an elephant?
Loop-Loc’s are! They exceed standards for safety pool covers and have earned a seal of
approval for the past 40 years, giving you piece of mind. Loop-Loc’s are proudly made in
the USA and are the only winter safety cover Hat City Pools recommends.
Replacing your older Loop-Loc has never been easier with 400 stock sizes, custom
shapes and designer colors, there has never been a better time!
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Hot Spring Spas:
We are pleased to offer our customers the full line of quality Hot Spring Spas.
They are the best hot tub selling brand worldwide and the only manufacturer to build
more than 1 million spas. From the cost friendly Hot Spot to the top of the line Highlife
NXT collection, we have you covered. With the exclusive, patented ACE salt water care
system, and 100% no by-pass filtration (select models) owning a spa has never been
easier! Additional optional features include Connextion remote monitoring system and
Coolzone hot tub cooling system for year round enjoyment of your spa. If you are ready
to experience a better night’s sleep, relaxation and family memories, Hot Spring is the
choice for you! We even offer attractive financing options.
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* All in stock floats, toys and solar covers on sale now. In stock equipment on sale too!!
** Please see the reverse side for our 2018 Pool Closing Contract. Call, fax or email your
request to schedule.
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